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When I die, something from me 
will die within you 
 
 
When you die, something from you 
in me, 
Will die with you. 
 
 
Because all of us 
We are a single living human               
tissue 
And if one of us leaves us 
Something dies within us– 
and something remains with him. 
 
 
 
If we would know, how to calm 
the hatred, if we would only know. 
If we would know, if we would 
know how to quiet our fury 
Despite our insults, to say “forgive 
me” 
If we would know how to start over 
Because all of us 
 
We are a single living human              
tissue... 
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Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၱၬ ၇ၥႯ ၄ၠ �Ⴄၰ�ၵ ၊ႄ။Ⴒ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ
͕ႤႱ ၇ၠ ၃ၧ�ၧၬ ၇ၢ ။ၠ �Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ 

 
 

Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��Ⴄႄ ။ၳ Ⴄၿ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။Ⴒ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ
͕ၣၬ ၇ႁ ။ၠ ။ၥ�Ⴄၰ�ၵ ၊ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ�ႤၯႣႨ ၇ၩ�ၵ ၉ၻ ၌ၠ ၃ၧ 

Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၱၬ ၇ႁ ။ၥ ၉ၥ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ
͕ၧၬ ။ၰ ။ႄ ၃Ⴌ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ 

͘͘͘ 
Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၧၬ ။ၠ ။ၪ ၅ၩ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ

͕Ⴄႄ ။ၥၬ ၇ၳ ၃Ⴌ�Ⴄၰ�ၥ။ၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ 
Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၧၬ ။ၠ ၃ၶၧႼ�ၧၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ

͕Ⴄႄ ။ၢ ၅ၥ ၊ၠ �Ⴄၰ�ၥ။ၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ 
Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၧၬ ။ႝ ၊ၩ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ

͕Ⴄႄ ၃ၯၠ၊ၰ ၃ၳ �Ⴄၰ�ၥ။ၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ 
 

Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ႄႤၻႣၿ ၃Ⴟ�Ⴄၰ�Ⴃၶ ၃ႄ။ၶ ၉Ⴛ�ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ
͕ႤၶႤႁ ၃ၧ ၇ႎ�Ⴄၰ�ၵ ၊ႄ ။ၶ ၃ၧ�ၥ။ၶ ။Ⴝ ၊ၥ 

ၱ ၈Ⴛ�Ⴛ၈ၬ�Ⴛၬ ၇ၠ �ၰ ။ၯ ၃ၰ��ၵ ၊ႄ။ၶ ၃ၧ�ၱ ။Ⴈ ၊ၥ�Ⴄၰ�ၵ ၊ႄ။Ⴒ ၉Ⴛ

Every person has a name 
given to him by God 
and by his father and mother 

Every person has a name 
given to him by his stature 
and by the manner of his smile 
and by his clothes 

Every person has a name 
given to him by the mountains 
and by the walls of his house 

Every person has a name 
given to him by the zodiac 
and by his neighbors 

Every person has a name 
given to him by his sins 
and by his yearnings 

Every person has a name 
given to him by his enemies 
and by his love 

Every person has a name 
given to him by his holidays 
and by his profession 

Every person has a name 
given to him by the seasons 
and by his blindness  

Every person has a name 
given to him by God 
and by his father and mother 

Every person has a name 
given to him by the sea 
and by his death 
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1. What do you think is the importance of having a name                       
or knowing someone’s name? 

2. What do you think Chava Albertstein was referring to when she 
used the word ‘name’ in her song?  

3. How does this song relate to the Holocaust, in your opinion? 
4. What do you think  institutions like Yad Vashem work                            

so hard to collect the names                                                             
and stories of those who went through the Holocaust? 
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1. What do you think connects all people?                                             
What is that thing that "if I die will die within you"? 

2. How is the message in this song connected to the Holocaust? 
3. What does the song mean when talking about                                        

the fury and the insults? 
4. Can we learn something from this song about current times and 

events? How does the song connect to the virus                                   
and our current situation? 


